Toyota avensis interior

It was the direct successor to the European Carina E and was available as a four-door saloon ,
five-door liftback and estate. It also shared a platform with the Allion and Premio and was
available at Japanese dealership network Toyota Corolla Store. The Avensis was introduced in ,
to create a more modern name when compared with the Carina E. The Avensis proved a sales
success for Toyota Europe. The "Avensis" name is derived from the French term avancer ,
meaning "to advance" or "move forward". Toyota introduced the Avensis nameplate on its new
model, which was launched at the end of Although an extensive revamp of the previous
generation Carina E, the only main common parts were the engines, with an all new style of
body. The car was built at the Burnaston factory in Derby. At the same time, production of the
five-door Toyota Corolla also started at the British plant. The first generation Avensis had the
option of four engines 1. The station wagon was essentially the Japanese-market second
generation Toyota Caldina. All of the range gave solid build quality, excellent reliability, a
spacious comfortable interior, generous equipment, smooth ride quality and good refinement,
but very little in the way of excitement. The first generation Avensis received a facelift in August
The engines were fitted with variable valve timing , satellite navigation was included as a
standard feature along the range and the sporty Avensis 2. The first generation Avensis was
also sold in South America. The Avensis Verso was a large MPV introduced in , with room for
seven occupants and only initially available with 2. The Avensis Verso's platform preceded the
second generation model. The second generation Avensis was launched in February , in an all
new format; this time it offered more in the way of driver involvement and visual appeal. This
was very popular in Europe, a lot are seen in the UK. The 1. This was the first Avensis to be
exported to Japan. In the United Kingdom , there were no 1. However, it won the Semperit Irish
Car of the Year. What Car? Following the withdrawal of the Camry in in Switzerland , the
Avensis became the largest Toyota saloon sold in Europe. There is also a special edition, based
on the T2 called the Colour Collection. Newer versions have dropped the "D-4D" and "2. In
Japan, the Avensis is sold as 2. Only the base model 2. In , the Avensis became the first
Japanese vehicle to receive a rating under the Euro NCAP's redone testing, with 34 total points
it also became the highest rated vehicle they had tested. This is first and only generation of
Avensis sold in Egypt and Morocco, not in Persian Gulf countries. From , the 2. The facelifted
Avensis became available in June Interior materials and cloth seats have also been changed for
Its multi display with on-board computer will be integrated in optitron display and is navigation
ready. Also added are automatic headlamps and a height-adjustable front passenger seat. The
third generation Avensis was revealed at the Paris Motor Show. It went on sale in January Like
the previous model, it is built at Toyota's Burnaston plant in Derbyshire , England. This
generation is available in sedan or station wagon styles only. Toyota ED 2 initially designed the
Avensis giving it a more sleek and athletic stance. Other design goals were to create the most
comfortable suspension in its class while still offering sporty handling. The Avensis continued
to use front MacPherson struts and rear double wishbones. Unlike the previous generation
Avensis models, there is no five door hatchback body style in this lineup, in favour of sedan
and wagon body styles. For safety, seven airbags are standard, including two front row side
torso airbags, two side curtain airbags for both rows, and a driver's knee airbag. For rear
collisions, active front headrests designed to help reduce whiplash are standard as well as
brake lamps that flash under emergency braking. The Avensis wagon began being imported
again to Japan in mid, with 2. The Avensis underwent a facelift in January This included a
revised front grille and modified taillamps. The changes were first shown in September at the
Frankfurt Motor Show [11] before sales started in January A further facelift was shown in March
at the Geneva Motor Show. This included a revised front grille, rear view, headlamps and
taillamps and a new interior. In addition to the new " Toyota Safety Sense ", new engines were
also shown. The Avensis offers three petrol and four diesel engine options. Petrol engines are
sourced from Toyota's Deeside Engine Plant. The new ZR engines became the first to introduce
Toyota's Valvematic technology. All engines are mated to a six-speed manual transmission
while the 1. The 2. Series organiser TOCA , which would fully introduce the new low-cost NGTC
technical regulations in , said that the Japanese manufacturer would supply a donor car and a
new body shell to the programme. The Avensis was used by Speedworks Motorsport , driven by
Tom Ingram , until the end of the season. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle.
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Avensis is all about smart thinking. Avensis is packed with clever and intuitive technologies.
They are all designed to make your drive as effortless, enjoyable and as safe as possible.
Business trip or family outing â€” Avensis accommodates your life effortlessly. Cleverly
composed, the interior feels exceptionally spacious with plenty of legroom and head space for
everyone. The beautifully crafted cabin also feels instantly welcoming with its quality materials
and meticulous finishes. Whatever lies ahead, Avensis comes prepared with sharp, dynamic
styling and uncompromising confidence. From its new standard Toyota Safety Sense and range
of efficient engines, to the sophisticated interior, class-leading specification and dynamic new
look there really is no brighter choice. The best now comes as standardâ€¦. Mirai Fuel Cell. New
Mirai Coming Soon. Search Toyota. Sign in. Sign out. Download brochure. Build this model.
Find a dealer We're just down the road, come say hello. Build your Avensis Personalise to
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Build this model Arrange a test drive Download Brochure. Innovative technologies Avensis is
packed with clever and intuitive technologies. Welcoming and spacious interior Business trip or
family outing â€” Avensis accommodates your life effortlessly. Confident looks Whatever lies
ahead, Avensis comes prepared with sharp, dynamic styling and uncompromising confidence.
A smart decision From its new standard Toyota Safety Sense and range of efficient engines, to
the sophisticated interior, class-leading specification and dynamic new look there really is no
brighter choice. Private Customers Toyota Financial Services provides a wide range of
solutions to acquire and insure your Toyota. Corporate Customers If you are a corporate
Customer, your Toyota Retailer can propose smart ways to lease a brand new vehicle or fleet of
vehicles. Toyota Flex Toyota Flex is the new easy and flexible way to finance your car for an
affordable monthly cost. Rate Press on a star to rate this page. Find your perfect match. Our
Company. It is hard not to be impressed by the tightly constructed dash, close-fitting materials
and overall feeling of indestructibility. The Avensis offers its occupants little in the way of
excitement Nic Cackett Road tester. However, next to the swooping, stylised cabins of some
rivals â€” the Vauxhall Insignia in particular â€” the Avensis offers its occupants little in the way
of excitement. The lines of the fascia are clean and the contrast between the textured dash and
the charcoal-effect centre console standard on higher-spec models works well, but the
expanses of vertical surfaces give a conservative feel. The rotary heating controls are too
shallow to get an easy purchase, the mirror controls are nothing more than flat squares of
plastics and the release for the electric parking brake is hidden from view behind the steering
wheel. Other than some testers complaining that the seats proved insufficiently comfortable for
longer journeys, there is little else to fault in the cabin accommodation. There is adequate seat
and wheel adjustment to suit most drivers, and the rear cabin, if not quite as accommodating as
the Mondeo , is respectable for the class. Standard equipment on the entry-level Active model
includes - 16in steel wheels, air conditioning, Bluetooth, cruise control and a pre-collision
system, while upgrading to Business Edition gets you some fleet-friendly equipment such as
17in alloy wheels, Toyota's Touch 2 infotainment system, sat nav, DAB radio, a reversing
camera, automatic wipers and lights, Toyota's full complement of Pre-Sense safety tech and
climate control. Opt for the Business Edition Plus and you'll find a leather and Alcantara
upholstery, adaptive LED headlights, tinted rear windows, and keyless entry and go, while the
range-topping Excel trim adorns the Avensis with 18in alloy wheels, and electrically adjustable
and heated front seats. The estate version also gains a panoramic sunroof and integrated boot
rails. Login Register. Newsletter sign up. Mobile navigation. Tabs Menu. You are logged out.
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recommend Geneva motor show What Car? Despite a facelift, the Toyota Avensis remains a
fairly dull â€” if inoffensive â€” family saloon. The facelift also brought in improved soft-touch
plastics and a smarter looking design for the dashboard as well as new fabrics for the seats. It's
a big improvement and the Avensis' interior feels built to last, but it remains in the conservative
end of the market for interior ambience, along with the Skoda Superb. The trim range is simple
too. Business Edition Plus adds leather and Alcantara upholstery, front fog lights with a
cornering function, LED headlamps, smart entry and rear privacy glass, while Excel gets Toyota
Touch 2 with Go Plus, a speaker audio system, full leather seat upholstery, electrically
adjustable front seats with heaters and adaptive headlights. If anyone has recently drive a
Toyota Auris or a Verso, the Avenesis' infotainment system will be very familiar. You'll have to
go for the Business Edition to get Toyota's Touch 2 system and overall it's a good unit â€” easy
to navigate and use on the move with a good screen resolution. For ease of use, it easily rivals
the systems used in VW Group products; it's just a shame then that the imagery and colours
used look just a little dated. Top-of-the-range Excell gets Toyota Touch 2 with Go Plus that adds
a speaker stereo, voice command recognition, a wi-fi hotspot and 3D mapping. Skip to Content
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eview We're already a couple of facelifts into the Toyota Avensis, and the Ford Mondeo and
Mazda 6 rival is showing its age. Engines, performance and drive Quiet, refined and comfortable
â€” that describes the Avensis. It's certainly not a thrilling drive. Interior, design and technology
- currently reading facelift improved looks but Avensis still lags behind Skoda Superb, Mazda 6
and Ford Mondeo. Practicality, comfort and boot space Roomy inside the Avensis scores highly
for comfort and space. Reliability and Safety Safety is strong; good reliability and great
warranty sweeten the deal. Share this on Twitter Share this on Facebook Email. Most Popular.
New Citroen e-C4 review. Citroen C4. The new Citroen e-C4 is a great entry point into all-electric
family transport. Cupra Formentor. Mercedes C-Class. The fifth-generation Mercedes C-Class
features a range of petrol, diesel and plug-in powertrains, with high performance AMG models
set to follow in 20â€¦. Skip to Header Skip to Content.

